6 of the World's Most Extensive Climate Adaptation Plans
by Maria Gallucci
June 20, 2013 - New York City's ambitious $19.5 billion climate plan is one of many globally that seeks to adapt to higher temperatures, higher sea levels, and extreme weather.  It may be the world’s most ambitious.  But Mayor Michael Bloomberg is hardly alone in trying to find ways to prepare his city for rising seas and extreme weather, as the global fight to limit warming to 2°C fades.
Roughly 20% of cities around the globe have developed adaptation strategies, according to a 2011 estimate by researchers at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology.  In the United States, city, county and state governments have developed more than 100 adaptation plans, a separate count by the Georgetown Climate Center found.  And through a UN-financing initiative, wealthy nations have poured $11 billion into developing countries, to help on adaptation in the past few years.  
Experts interviewed by InsideClimate News said that unlike Bloomberg's plan—which detailed 250 climate adaptation strategies and put a price tag on most of them—few other cities have outlined specific actions or provided concrete details on how government agencies should implement initiatives or pay for them.  "A lot of them tend to be an overarching, big vision document," or focus on a single, massive project, like a floodwall, said JoAnn Carmin, a professor in urban studies and planning at MIT.  "In some cases, there's no clear work plan in place."
A lack of funding to pay for comprehensive analysis, a focus on other municipal priorities, and a shortage of qualified staff is often to blame, she said.  Unlike New York, which has its own panel of climate change scientists tapped from some of the best research universities, local governments rarely have access to data on the specific risks that global warming poses to their particular city.
Still, adaptation strategies around the world are maturing, as cities and countries build on initial efforts.  No place embodies that trend better than New York City, said Jessica Grannis, a staff attorney for the Georgetown Climate Center.  "It's a huge step forward, in terms of the quality of adaptation plans that are coming up"—one that could provide a useful framework, as other cities create and refine their own strategies, she said.
The world could end up spending between $49 billion and  $171 billion a year through 2030 on adaptation, according to UN figures.  Some scientists put the figure at up to 3 times that amount.
Here's a sampling of cities with some of the world's most comprehensive initiatives.
New York City
Launched on June 11, 2013, by Mayor Bloomberg.  The plan was developed in response to super-storm Sandy, which pummeled 1,000 miles of the Atlantic coastline last October.  It cost the city's 8.2 million people $19 billion in damage and economic losses.
A Stronger, More Resilient New York proposes more than 250 initiatives to reduce the city’s vulnerability to coastal flooding and storm surge.  About 80% of the $19.5 billion plan will go to repairing homes and streets damaged by Sandy, retrofitting hospitals and nursing homes, elevating electrical infrastructure, improving ferry and subway systems, and fixing leaky drinking water systems.  The rest will go to building and researching floodwalls, restoring swamplands and sand dunes, and other coastal flood protections.
The 438-page plan was based on hyper-local climate models specific to New York City.  The models come from the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change's (IPCC) upcoming 5th Assessment Report, which can project future climate in more detail and on a smaller scale than previous models.
London
Adopted in October 2011 by Mayor Boris Johnson.  The adaptation strategy was developed in response to rising concerns about persistent flooding, drought, and extreme heat waves in the city.
The mayor's office kicked off the initiative in early 2010, by calling on London's 8.1 million residents to share ideas and expertise in an online forum.  "Either we can grow gills, or we'll need to think of other ways of adapting," Johnson said in a promotional video.  The website still maintains an active discussion.
The final report, Managing Risks and Increasing Resilience, analyzes the threat of global warming impacts to the city.  It identifies the residents and infrastructure that are most vulnerable.  It also proposes 34 initiatives to protect and strengthen the city, including 3 key actions: managing the risk of surface water flooding, increasing the amount of parks and vegetation in the city, and retrofitting more than 1 million homes by 2015 to improve water and energy efficiency.
London's adaptation plan is based on national climate change projections from 2009, created by the UK's official center for climate change research, the Met Office Hadley Center.  Unlike New York, the city doesn't detail the expected cost to implement the proposed initiatives.  London’s separate flood risk management plan for the Thames River, however, would cost the city about $2.3 billion in its 1st 25 years.
Chicago
Announced in September 2008 by then-Mayor Richard Daley.  "My goal has been to make Chicago a shining example of how a large city can live in harmony with its environment and, as a result, be a better place for all its residents," Daley said at the report’s launch.
The Chicago Climate Action Plan is mainly a mitigation strategy for the city of 2.7 million people, though one chapter is devoted to adaptation.  At the time, the plan was the 1st to both identify sources of greenhouse gas emissions and their subsequent impacts, and to propose ideas that respond to those findings, according to Daley’s office.
The adaptation chapter outlines 9 initiatives for dealing with intensely hot summers, thick smog, flooding, and heavy rains—though most proposals call for further study rather than actual projects.  A 2010 progress report noted significant adaptation work was underway on green buildings, storm water management projects, tree planting, and green roof installations that absorb rainwater.  Overall, the city developed more than 450 mitigation and adaptation initiatives in the 1st 2 years of the climate plan.
City staffers worked with climate scientists from the IPCC to "downscale" global data on sea level rise and other impacts to Chicago's level.  The city's climate strategy doesn't outline a budget for proposed initiatives, but Oliver Wyman, a risk management firm, estimated that Chicago would suffer hundreds of billions of dollars in economic damages by 2050 if it failed to take climate action.
Rotterdam, Netherlands
Launched in late 2008 by the Rotterdam Climate Initiative, a joint program of the city government, the regional environmental protection agency, the port authority, and the port employers’ association.
Rotterdam Climate Proof aims to make the city of 1.3 million people "fully" resilient to climate change impacts by 2025, and to maintain Rotterdam's status as one of the safest port cities in the world.  The adaptation strategy contains 5 themes: flood management, accessibility for ships and passengers, adaptive buildings, urban water systems, and quality of life within the city.  The city set aside about $40 million for implementation of the plan’s near-term projects.
A 2010 follow-up report notes the initiative is making "full progress" toward its initiatives and broader goals.  Perhaps the most notable project to come from the plan is Rotterdam's trio of floating pavilions.  The bubble-shaped domes are anchored off the city’s waterfront and measure a total of 12,000 square feet.  The project is a pilot for future floating urban districts that will be able to rise with the changing sea levels.
Quito, Ecuador
Started in 2007 by the Quito Metropolitan Council, which formally approved the Quito Climate Change Strategy in October 2009.
The push for the plan came 6 years ago, when the steep-sloped Andean city of 2.1 million residents hosted that year's Clima Latino, a regional climate change conference.  The city was also experiencing an increase in landslides, floods and droughts, along with the shrinking of the nearby Antisana glacier.  Former mayor Paco Moncayo and members of the city's municipal council pushed for a draft plan, which, after meetings with local businesses, research centers and community groups, became official policy 2 years later.  A document on how to implement the proposals was published in 2010.
Quito's climate change strategy includes both mitigation and adaptation initiatives.  Its adaptation component focuses on 5 key sectors: ecosystems and biodiversity, drinking water supplies, public health, infrastructure and power production, and climate risk management.  The report draws on global climate models by the IPCC for impacts at similar altitudes and latitudes to Quito.
Outside researchers note that Quito has successfully moved climate adaptation into the city's main development agenda, and that the plan, after taking a back seat to other municipal issues in recent years, is again moving forward.  According to a 2013 case study on Quito, the city so far has invested nearly $350 million in adaptation—using a mix of municipal dollars, international aid, and philanthropic funding.
Durban, South Africa
Initiated in 2004 by the city's Environmental Management Department (now dubbed the Environmental Planning & Climate Protection Department).  The strategy was conceived in large part to help fulfill the municipal government's goal of being "Africa's most caring and livable city" by 2020.
Durban, a city of 3.7 million people and Africa’s busiest port, has rolled out its climate adaptation in stages, under the Municipal Climate Protection Program, one of the earliest efforts of its kind.  9 years ago, the program began assessing the local impacts of climate change—namely hotter average temperatures, intense rainfalls, and coastal erosion—by using downscaled global models, the method deployed in Chicago.  Next, the city created a Headline Adaptation Strategy to study the vulnerability of each municipal agency to such impacts.
In 2008, city staffers began developing specific adaptation plans, with 48 total proposals for the health, water and disaster management agencies—a notable contrast to New York City’s integrated, citywide approach.  Durban’s environmental planning department is tasked with monitoring the implementation of the agencies’ plans on quarterly basis.  A recent report outlines the dozens of initiatives underway.
Despite years of planning, agencies have only been able to tap municipal funding for long-term projects in the past couple of years; international donors funded much of the initial work.  Some $30 million in adaptation projects were underway in Durban in 2011, according to the mayor’s office.
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